
 

The evolution of wind dispersion in Asteraceae 
 
We aim to study the relationship between morphological variation in fruit phenotype and             
wind dispersion ability in asteraceae within a phylogenetic framework. 
BACKGROUND: Dispersion is the displacement of individuals away from progenitors. On           
one hand, this process has the functions of distributing survival risks among descendants,             
the escape from competition by kin individuals and from disadvantageous environments,           
which have a positive fitness impact in progenitors and descendants (Matthysen, 2012;            
Duputié & Massol, 2013). On the other hand, dispersion entails costs implied in the              
construction of dispersion apparatuses and in the exposition to risks during translocation            
(Bonte et al., 2012; Travis et al., 2012). Propensity of organisms to dispersion is,              
consequently, modulated by compromises between advantages and costs that increase          
with the distance from birthplace. Since benefits and costs are additionally contingent with             
intrinsic characteristics of the individuals being dispersed and with extrinsic characteristics           
of the environments to where they are dispersed, it is expected that dispersion ability can               
conform not to just one but to multiple adaptive optima.  
There is a considerable theoretical and empirical knowledge on which are the main             
intrinsic and extrinsic characteristics associated to wind dispersion (or anemochory). 
Intrinsic characteristics include aerodynamic parameters that determine dispersion ability,         
such as settling velocity and wind load. Settling velocity is estimated as the falling distance               
divided by the time it takes a seed to fall. Wing loading is the relationship between seed                 
mass and area of the flight structures (Green, 1980; Andersen, 1992, 1993; Monty et al.,               
2008). Groups of such intrinsic characteristics modulating dispersion ability conform the           
so-called “dispersion syndromes”, that is trait combinations that evolve integrally in           
response to dispersion. 
With around 30000 species asteraceae is one of the three most numerous plant families              
(Mandel et al., 2019). Ecological diversity within it is remarkable, consequently adaptation            
to contrasting habitats is expected (Funk et al., 2005; Katinas et al., 2007; Mandel et al.,                
2019). Asteraceae is also the most species rich family in Argentina (Cabrera, 1961;             
Zuloaga et al., 1999; Katinas et al., 2007) where it is supposed to have originated               
according to fossil evidence found in Patagonia (Barreda et al., 2015). Anemochory was             
early studied in asteraceae (Praeger, 1911; Salisbury, 1943) and, subsequently,          
experimental approaches have utilized principles of physics to provide functional          
explanations of fruit morphology (Andersen, 1992, 1993). The presence of flight           
apparatuses derived from the the pappus or other fruit parts in the form of wings and the                 
various ways in which these are made up (see Hoffmann, 1894) suggest that there have               
possibly been independent instances of adaptive responses to wind dispersion. 
Background knowledge shows that important underlying assumptions for the adaptive          
evolution of dispersion ability and associated morphological traits are met: morphometric           
traits significantly predicting settling velocity are heritable (Riba et al., 2005); the greatest             
part of the variation in settling velocity is due to differences among species and a small                
amount is due to differences within species (Andersen, 1992). This suggests that wind             
dispersion diversified at the species or higher levels within the family. In addition, tribe              
level fruit trait conservatism (Bremer, 1987) implies low similarity in fruit traits among             
phylogenetically closely related genera and suggests that adaptive evolution may have           
acted on fruit characters overcoming constraints of ancestral inheritance. In the same line,             
Andersen (1993) found that fruit settling velocity differs among subfamilies of asteraceae            
but not among life forms. This points to functional integration between wind dispersal and              
other plant traits in dispersion syndromes. 
Obvious differences in pappus characteristics, such as plumose vs. provided with           
backward barbs is attributed to differences in dispersion modes, by wind or animals,             



 

respectively (Sorensen, 1986; Andersen, 1992). This appears as a supposition reasonable           
to make when there are, as in this case, marked morphological differences and there is an                
obvious biomechanical explanation for these differences. However, even supposing that          
the dispersion vector is the same, the ample variation in achene characteristics and the              
sometimes small differences between achene variants suggests the existence of more           
subtle differences in dispersion modes by the same vector adjusted the some of the              
multiple demands imposed by the environment where plants grow and to the above             
mentioned compromises to which wind dispersion is subjected. That is, within one family             
there would be adaptation to distinct adaptive optima. To the best of our knowledge there               
have been no studies using a phylogenetic comparative approach to test adaptive            
evolution of the pappus. 
We pursue to test the above mentioned multiple optima hypothesis utilizing morphological,            
bio-mechanical and phylogenetic approaches. This hypothesis has the following         
predictions: 
1. The are associations across the phylogeny between pappus phenotypic traits and            
dispersion ability by wind. 
2. There are associations across the phylogeny between dispersion ability and intrinsic            
traits potentially integrated in dispersion syndromes. 
3. There are associations across the phylogeny between dispersion ability and extrinsic            
variables such as altitude, local vegetation type, predominant wind speed. 
4. Evolutionary transitions in the dispersion ability would produce changes in the mode of              
phenotypic evolution owing purely to stochastic changes. If so, traits associated to            
dispersion ability could then be subjected to selection regimes under multiple optima. 
ACTIVITIES AND METHODS 
1. Phylogenetic analysis: Knowledge on the phylogeny in the family has attained great             
progress in the past few years (Funk et al., 2009; Fu et al., 2016; Panero & Crozier, 2016;                  
Mandel et al., 2019; McDonald-Spicer et al. 2019). From such reconstruction we will obtain              
the needed trees for further analysis. 
2. Species selection and data base: We will construct two data sets, a large and a smaller                 
one, the latter including species that can be mainly found in Argentina and South Africa for                
which we will obtain field and herbarium data on morphometric traits and biomechanical             
parameters (see below) and the former including as much terminals as can be compiled              
from descriptions from around the world that contain morphometric information (Cronquist,           
1952; Cuatrecasas, 1969; Merxmüller, 1972, among others). 
For the species selection of the small data set we will pursue to have representative               
species of every genus known within reach from Argentina or South Africa. In Argentina              
227 (Katinas et al., 2007) while in South Africa 149 (https://www.sanbi.org/) native and             
exotic genera can be found. Both countries share only 14 genera. So the total diversity               
comprises 362 genera. 
3. Functional and morphometric traits. 
For the species of the small data set, we will estimate wind dispersion ability utilizing two                
aerodynamic parameter which we will call “functional traits”: settling velocity and wing            
loading (for details see Sheldon & Burrows, 1973; Greene & Johnson, 1990, Andersen             
1992, 1993, ). Morphometric traits measured for the small data set should be such that               
they can also me obtained from taxonomic treatises for the larger data set. We will also                
use these measures to explore multivariate combinations and syndrome categories          
possibly associated to functional optima.  
4 Data analysis.  
4.1. Simple regressions. With the data obtained in the small database we will perform              
regressions to determine which morphometric traits better predict the functional traits. This            
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will allow us to predict functional traits for the larger database from the parameters of the                
regression. 
4.2. Evolutionary correlation: From the obtained phylogenetic reconstruction and utilizing          
comparative methods such as phylogenetic independent contrasts (PICs; Felsenstein,         
1985) and phylogenetic least squares (PGLS) we will explore phylogenetically informed           
associations between intrinsic traits and extrinsic variables with the caution, to avoid            
circularity, of not using for the large data set the morphometric traits that predict the               
functional traits. An alternative method to explore phylogenetic correlation is to use Akaike             
Information Criterion (AIC) or bayesian approaches to analyse whether the covariance           
among traits differs or not from zero, i.e. if traits evolve independently or in concerted               
fashion (Harmon, 2019). 
4.3. Adaptive optima: Firstly, to answer whether flight ability has responded to natural             
selection trait evolution we will model trait evolution under alternative scenarios. In its most              
simple form, evolution proceeds pursuing a single optimum. Successive models may           
incorporate two or more optima. We will chose the model best explaining the data              
according to AIC values (see Strelin et al., 2016). 
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